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Q: How do you configure
an input in an entity bean?

I have a number input
(called count), with a

default value of 15. I don't
want the user to be able to

change that, so I used a
custom form control in one
of my projects. Here's the

relevant portion of the
form bean: public class

MainFormBean { private
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Count count; public Count
getCount() { return count;

} public void
setCount(Count count) {

this.count = count; }
@Property(editable=false,

required=true,
value="#{page['count']}")

public Number
getCountNumber() { return
count.getCount(); } public

void
setCountNumber(Number

count) {
this.count.setCount(count);
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} } This works fine. My
problem is that when I try

to add a relation to the
entity bean, I'm not sure

how to configure the
association in the managed
bean. For example, I want

to set the count of the
entity bean for a certain
customer so that each
customer can have a

different count. My first
guess was to create a

setter method like
setCountCustomer(), but I
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get an error in the
managed bean:

setCountCustomer is not
allowed. I also tried the

above method directly in
the MainFormBean class,
but it failed. I'm not sure

how I'm supposed to
configure the input in the
entity bean. Can someone
please shed some light on
this for me? A: I've run into

this issue before,
specifically with a one-to-

one bidirectional
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association, which behaves
like a one-way association
in terms of the managed
bean. If you're stuck with

the bidirectional
association, you can
implement a custom

converter. @ManagedBean
@Converter("customConve

rter") public class
MainFormBean { //... }
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arguments are passed through arguments (argument is parameter of function in JavaScript) in order
as a,b. For each argument, it is passed separately and returned separately. Functional Programming
Concepts What is Functional Programming? Functional Programming means writing code that only

accepts input and returns output. In JavaScript, we write many functions which only accept input and
returns output. Even if we use ternary operator (condition check for if) or while loop, we write

function in JavaScript, which accepts input and returns output. Functional programming is concept of
program design. When we design a program, we need to think like the given code as what we need
to get as result. What is Function of Javascript? The function of JavaScript is directly connected with

variables. If we want to execute a method, we
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